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If you ally craving such a referred Edition 1st Deathless books that will have enough money you worth, acquire the extremely best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you want to
comical books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more ﬁctions collections are furthermore launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every books collections Edition 1st Deathless that we will certainly oﬀer. It is not in the region of the costs. Its not quite what you dependence currently. This Edition 1st
Deathless, as one of the most on the go sellers here will completely be accompanied by the best options to review.
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The Ruthless (The Deathless Trilogy, Book 2)
HarperCollins UK Return to a world of crystal armour, savage wilderness, and corrupt dynasties in book two of The Deathless series from Gemmell award-winning author Peter Newman.

Deathless & Divided
Lies and love. This is how a war starts. A life for a life. That's the maﬁa way. Damian Rossi owes his life to a man who is ready to collect. That payment comes in the form of an arranged marriage to the
daughter of another leading family in the Chicago Outﬁt. He's ready to follow through, even if that means making sure Lily knows she's his. Lily DeLuca isn't being given a choice. Forced home to marry a
man she doesn't know and back into a life she'd rather forget, her world is full of half-truths, buried pain, and uncertainty. But Damian is nothing like she expects. His motives aren't clear. Her beliefs are
being tested. When it comes to this world, no man can be trusted. Someone is ready to ﬂip the Chicago Outﬁt on its side all for the promise of something better. But no one runs a clean game and these
men play for keeps. When blood begins to paint Chicago red, four families will be divided by loyalty, hatred, and revenge. There is no hiding. There is no safety. No one is deathless. No one.

No Such Thing As Werewolves
Deathless Book 1
Chris Fox WARNING: May Contain Werewolves. A pyramid predating all known cultures appears without warning. Its discovery throws into question everything we know about the origins of mankind. Inside
lies incredible technology, proof of a culture far more advanced than our own. Something dark lurks within, eager to resume a war as old as mankind. When it is unleashed it heralds the end of our species’
reign. A plague of werewolves spreads across the world. A sunspot larger than anything in recorded history begins to grow. Yet both pale in comparison to the true threat, the evil the werewolves were
created to ﬁght. "It's like Indiana Jones went through the Stargate and ended up in Aliens versus Predator." - One of the author's totally biased friends. The Deathless Saga Book 0: The First Ark Book 1: No
Such Thing As Werewolves Book 2: No Mere Zombie (April 2015) Book 3: Vampires Don't Sparkle (October 2015)

The Deathless (The Deathless Trilogy, Book 1)
HarperCollins UK From the Gemmell Award-winning author of THE VAGRANT, a thrilling new series of power, intrigue, and magic.
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The Deathless (the Deathless Trilogy, Book 1)
Harper Voyager From the Gemmell Award-winning author of THE VAGRANT, a thrilling new series of power, intrigue, and magic. The demons... In the endless forests of the Wild, humanity scratches a living
by the side of the great Godroads, paths of crystal that provide safe passage and hold back the infernal tide. Creatures lurk within the trees, watching, and plucking those who stray too far from safety. The
Deathless... In crystal castles held aloft on magical currents, seven timeless royal families reign, protecting humanity from the spread of the Wild and its demons. Born and reborn into ﬂawless bodies, the
Deathless are as immortal as the precious stones from which they take their names. For generations a fragile balance has held. And the damned... House Sapphire, one of the ancient Deathless families, is
riven by suspicion and madness. Whole villages are disappearing as the hunting expeditions holding the Wild at bay begin to fail. Then, when assassins strike, House Sapphire shatters. Nothing lasts
forever.

The Gilded Ones
Usborne Publishing Ltd The must-read new bold and immersive West African-inspired fantasy series, as featured on Cosmo, Bustle and Book Riot. In this world, girls are outcasts by blood and warriors by
choice, perfect for fans of Children of Blood and Bone and Black Panther. "Namina Forna Could Be The Toni Morrison Of YA Fantasy." Reﬁnery 29 Sixteen-year-old Deka lives in Otera, a deeply patriarchal
ancient kingdom, where a woman's worth is tied to her purity, and she must bleed to prove it. But when Deka bleeds gold - the colour of impurity, of a demon - she faces a consequence worse than death.
She is saved by a mysterious woman who tells Deka of her true nature: she is an Alaki, a near-immortal with exceptional gifts. The stranger oﬀers her a choice: ﬁght for the Emperor, with others just like
her, or be destroyed... "An enthralling debut. The Gilded Ones redeﬁnes sisterhood and is sure to leave readers both inspired and ultimately hopeful." Stephanie Garber, #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Caraval "Haunting, brutal, and oh-so-relevant. This book will suck you into a world where girls bleed gold, magic ﬁlls the air, and the real monsters hide behind words instead of claws." Roseanne
A. Brown, New York Times bestselling author of A Song of Wraiths and Ruin "The Gilded Ones is a ﬁerce, unﬂinching fantasy that marks Forna as a debut to watch." Kiersten White, New York Times
bestselling author of And I Darken

Deathless
Bd. 1
The Ark War
Deathless Book 5
Independently Published The Ark War Has Begun War on a scale not seen in this sun-cycle has begun. Nox and his demonic army were thwarted at the Proto Ark, but not before forging the tool that will
hasten the destruction of the world. The grey men have a Primary Access Key, and are ready to bring their masters home. The Builders are coming. Millions of deathless surround Jordan in the broken Ark
of the Mother. The only thing standing between Lima and destruction is the last god anyone wants to trust...Irakesh. Jordan follows Sobek to Australia in search of allies, but what lurks there predates
humanity. Blair and Trevor spearhead a desperate gambit to alter time and save the Mother from her death at the First Ark. To do that they need powerful allies. The time has come to wake Jes'Ka, so that
she can train Liz in the ways of the Ka-Ken. If Blair and Trevor succeed, then ensuring Set doesn't return to the present falls upon them. But there is a spy in their midst. The Builders are far, far closer than
anyone suspects.
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Death, 'Deathlessness' and Existenz in Karl Jaspers' Philosophy
Edinburgh University Press Karl Jaspers is one of the least understood and most neglected major philosophers of the twentieth century, and yet his ideas, particularly those concerned with death, have
immense contemporary relevance.Filiz Peach provides a clear explanation of Jaspers' philosophy of existence, clarifying and reassessing the concept of death that is central to his thought. For Jaspers, a
human being is not merely a physical entity but a being with a transcendent aspect and so, in some sense 'deathless'. Peach explores this transcendent aspect of humanity and what it is to be 'deathless'
in Jaspersian terms.This book is a major contribution to the scarce literature on Jaspers and will be valuable to student and academic alike.

Deathless
Anne Malcom My life was never black and white. Heck, it wasn’t even black, white and gray. Lines were not drawn between good and evil, and if they were, I would have jumped those suckers for fun. But
now it was simpler. It wasn’t black and white. Or gray. It was only one thing. Blood. A crimson-tinted world. That was all I needed. All I wanted. Him. Despite the war raging around us, or the secrets
between us, there was nothing simpler than blood. It didn’t matter that it would be fatal. After all, it’s the things we’re not undead without that will kill us in the end.

The Deathless Girls
Orion Children's Books They say the thirst of blood is like a madness - they must sate it. Even with their own kin. On the eve of her divining, the day she'll discover her fate, seventeen-year-old Lil and her
twin sister Kizzy are captured and enslaved by the cruel Boyar Valcar, taken far away from their beloved traveller community. Forced to work in the harsh and unwelcoming castle kitchens, Lil is comforted
when she meets Mira, a fellow slave who she feels drawn to in a way she doesn't understand. But she also learns about the Dragon, a mysterious and terrifying ﬁgure of myth and legend who takes girls as
gifts. They may not have had their divining day, but the girls will still discover their fate...

The First Ark
Deathless Origins
Chris Fox "There is a voice in my head, slithering through my mind like a serpent. It whispers dark things. Tells me to feed." -Osiris, Egyptian Lord of the Underworld. Were the Egyptian gods fanciful
imaginings of primitive people, or something more? Some believe that they once walked the earth as mortals, that they warred and loved just as any of their worshippers. This is their story, the tale of how
Isis gained the power of shaping. How mighty Osiris died and lived again. How they discovered the fabled First Ark, a structure older than man. It is the tale of us all, the story that shaped our race from
cave dwellers into the people we are today. Are these fanciful tales? Or long lost truth wrapped in myth? Only time knows. "It's like Clan of the Cave Bear ran right into The Walking Dead." - The author's
totally biased friend. The Deathless Saga Book 0: The First Ark Book 1: No Such Thing As Werewolves Book 2: No Mere Zombie Book 3: Vampires Don't Sparkle (October 2015)

Lone Wolf's Claim
Everblood Publishing, LLC Run, little faerie. Run. I have all kinds of plans for what I'll do when I catch you. Brock Hume is a lone wolf, and right now he's hunting the most tempting prey he's ever
encountered. He really can't help himself. Her scent reminds him of the heather blossoms of his homeland, and she has curves he can't wait to get his paws on. And she was running from him… A
werewolf. Heather Knight has to be the worst faerie ever, but being that she grew up as a human, that really shouldn't be a surprise. She can't even tell when a man isn't actually a man at all. And she
really should have known, for no mortal human was that hot. To protect her heart—and her true identity—she runs. In a strange twist of fate, Brock and Heather ﬁnd themselves thrown into the dark world
of the fae. To win the game, and rescue the girl, Brock will have to learn the truth about his mate, but her secrets could also tear them apart…
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Deathless
Hachette UK A handsome young man arrives in St Petersburg at the house of Marya Morevna. He is Koschei, the Tsar of Life, and he is Marya's fate. For years she follows him in love and in war, and bears
the scars. But eventually Marya returns to her birthplace - only to discover a starveling city, haunted by death. Deathless is a ﬁerce story of life and death, love and power, old memories, deep myth and
dark magic, set against the history of Russia in the twentieth century. It is, quite simply, unforgettable.

Vampires Don't Sparkle
CreateSpace The world is without power. The dead rule. Yet only now does the true struggle begin. Osiris, Ra and Isis each jockey for position, ﬁghting a war as old as mankind. Steve and Irakesh escape
the Ark of the Redwood, but Trevor and Jordan are dispatched to bring them to justice. Blair and Liz attempt to build a new civilization from the ashes, but quickly realize they face larger problems. For the
true enemy of the ancient world has Risen, the vicious god Set. With him comes an army more powerful than the world has ever seen.

Deathless Night Box Set Books 1-3
Everblood Publishing, LLC A Master Vampire has been missing for seven years—and those closest to him have been cursed by the jealous designs of the female who enslaved him. Determined to ﬁnd his
brother and stop her, Nikulas Kreek and the other ﬁve Vampire Council members solicit the help of a family of reluctant witches. Set in the Paciﬁc Northwest, they soon discover it's not only their united
cause drawing them together…. This box set includes the ﬁrst three books of this bestselling vampire Paranormal Romance series: A Vampire Bewitched (Deathless Night Series #1) This book was
previously published with a diﬀerent cover and the title "Blood Hunger". Nikulas ﬁnally has a new lead on his brother's disappearance, a feisty witch named Emma Moss. The problem? Emma is smart and
courageous and her scent is impossible to resist. And that scares the hell out of him. Emma deserves more than an eternity with a vampire, but the moment he tastes her blood, Nik knows it's too late. Her
life is now linked to his. Emma still has nightmares about the night her sister was kidnapped—the scars she bears all over her body a constant reminder of what happened—but she hasn't given up hope.
So, when a seductive stranger calls claiming to have a new lead, she doesn't hesitate to go meet him. With his teasing manner and pretty-boy looks, Nikulas seemed harmless enough for a vampire. But
Emma could sense the predator beneath… Bound together by their shared cause, tormented by their fated attraction, they set out to ﬁnd their siblings. He needs her to survive. But can Nikulas save her
from the one thing that may ultimately destroy her—himself. The witch is MINE. A Vampire's Vengeance (Deathless Night Series #2) This book was previously published with a diﬀerent cover and the title
"Blood Vengeance". A vampire bound by chains. For seven long years, Master Vampire Luukas Kreek has vowed to take revenge on the raven-haired witch that has taken his power—and his sanity. The
witch with the face of an angel. Emaciated and weak, he desperately tries to hold on long enough to get his revenge. But with one taste of her blood, a single word bursts through his fragile psyche…MINE.
A witch bound by love. Keira Moss has spent the last seven years trying to ﬁgure out a way to get herself out of this hellhole—and to save the strong-willed vampire she’s grown to admire—and love—while
she’s at it. But she’s afraid not even a witch as powerful as she will be able to get out of this one. For she knows that the vampire who holds her heart will kill her the moment he is free. And she won’t stop
him. Tortured and starved, Luukas's hunger for Keira wars with his lust for vengeance. His shattered mind must choose: to kill the witch or to love the angel—making her HIS, forever. A Vampire Possessed
(Deathless Night Series #3) This book was previously published with a diﬀerent cover and the title "Blood Obsession". Sacriﬁces had to be made for the greater, bloody good. At least that’s what vampire
Aiden Sinclair kept telling himself when he woke up in an unfamiliar city with no memory of how he’d gotten there, or why. When he happens upon a cheeky witch in distress who's being hunted by beasts
he is all too familiar with, Aiden must make a choice: Suppress his fears and be with the girl, or embrace the truth and save them all. Destinies will be fulﬁlled. Grace Moss may be a witch, but her magic
totally sucks. Hence the reason she ﬁnds herself saying yes to an unexpected oﬀer of aid from a dusty, yet yummy-smelling, vampire. With a sexy British accent and bright grey eyes that dance with
mischief, his touch makes her blood sing. Yet, something about him makes her skin crawl, and it’s not just the fact he has fangs. To survive, Aiden will have to trust that her love will be enough to save
him, and Grace will have to accept him as he is - into her heart, and into her arms. Continue Reading with the Deathless Night Series Box Set Books 4-6

The Vagrant (The Vagrant Trilogy)
HarperCollins UK The Vagrant is his name. He has no other.
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Koshchei the Deathless
Dark Horse Comics Mignola returns to Hell and to the bizarre folklore that's ﬁlled some of his greatest books, reuniting with one of his favorite collaborators, Ben Stenbeck (Frankenstein Underground,
Witchﬁnder: In The Service of Angels, Baltimore). This volumes collects the complete six-issue series plus bonus material. Sent to kill Hellboy by the Baba Yaga in Darkness Calls, Koshchei the Deathless
hinted at a long and tragic life before being enslaved to the Russian witch. Now Koshchei relives every horrible act on his road to immortality and beyond, with none other than his one time enemy Hellboy
himself--in a bar in Hell.

Deathless Love For Life
Volume 1
Funstory Our love, I tell you, will be sweeter, happier, and happier. You know, the good ones stay at the end, the last! Let's feed ourselves, let's raise ourselves, and then wait for someone else to love us!
Brothers, sisters, Bro, cheers for our ﬁnal reunion, for tomorrow's glory! Those lofty aspirations of hers also started to choke up to the point of being silenced. In the end, like the children of the Kids who
were about to be separated from their parents, all of them started to cry loudly, giving their embraces, blessings and reluctance to part with their time in the end!

Deathless Divide
The sequel to Dread Nation
Titan Books “Savvy, enlightening, and harrowing” Buzzfeed on Dread Nation After the fall of Summerland, Jane McKeene hoped her life would get simpler: Get out of town, stay alive, and head west to
California to ﬁnd her mother. But nothing is easy when you’re a girl trained in putting down the restless dead, and a devastating loss on the road to a protected village called Nicodemus has Jane
questioning everything she thought she knew about surviving in 1880s America. What’s more, this safe haven is not what it appears—as Jane discovers when she sees familiar faces from Summerland
amid this new society. Caught between mysteries and lies, the undead, and her own inner demons, Jane soon ﬁnds herself on a dark path of blood and violence that threatens to consume her. But she
won’t be in it alone. Katherine Deveraux never expected to be allied with Jane McKeene. But after the hell she has endured, she knows friends are hard to come by—and that Jane needs her too, whether
Jane wants to admit it or not. Watching Jane’s back, however, is more than she bargained for, and when they both reach a breaking point, it’s up to Katherine to keep hope alive—even as she begins to fear
that there is no happily-ever-after for girls like her.

The Builders
Deathless Book 6
All things must end. Welcome to the ﬁnal Deathless novel. The builder Yoggoth has arrived in our Solar System, but his goal is not to conquer our world. He has locked the sun in a Yoggothian Sphere
designed to siphon our star of all power. Earth is hurled into darkness, denied the lifegiving heat of our sun, even as Yoggoth's ﬂeets move upon our world. Our heroes, led by Blair, Liz, and Isis, must deal
with the new winter before they can even hope to oppose them. In Australia, Jordan has used the intervening ﬁve years for one purpose. To become a Builder-slaying dino-enhanced death machine. Under
Uluru's tutelage he has mastered combat and stands ready to face Yoggoth, whatever the cost. Outnumbered and outmatched, Liz leads a desperate assault on Yoggoth's ﬂagship, where Excalibur's
destiny will ﬁnally be realized. If the blade breaks, our world will be annihilated. If it holds, then Liz will provide Blair one chance to save everyone. One desperate gamble to rewrite history.
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Koshchei the Deathless #1
Dark Horse Comics (Single Issues) Hellboy's immortal foe! Sent to kill Hellboy by the Baba Yaga in Darkness Calls, Koshchei the Deathless hinted at a long and tragic life before being enslaved to the
Russian witch. Now Koshchei relives every horrible act on his road to immortality and beyond, with none other than Hellboy himselfÑin Hell. Mignola returns to Hell and to the bizarre folklore that's ﬁlled
some of his greatest books, reuniting with one of his favorite collaborators, Ben Stenbeck (Frankenstein Underground, Witchﬁnder: In The Service of Angels, Baltimore).

A Vampire Bewitched
Everblood Publishing, LLC This book was previously published with a diﬀerent cover and the title "Blood Hunger". Nikulas ﬁnally has a new lead on his brother's disappearance, a feisty witch named Emma
Moss. The problem? Emma is smart and courageous and her scent is impossible to resist. And that scares the hell out of him. Emma deserves more than an eternity with a vampire, but the moment he
tastes her blood, Nik knows it's too late. Her life is now linked to his. Emma still has nightmares about the night her sister was kidnapped—the scars she bears all over her body a constant reminder of what
happened—but she hasn't given up hope. So, when a seductive stranger calls claiming to have a new lead, she doesn't hesitate to go meet him. With his teasing manner and pretty-boy looks, Nikulas
seemed harmless enough for a vampire. But Emma could sense the predator beneath… Bound together by their shared cause, tormented by their fated attraction, they set out to ﬁnd their siblings. He
needs her to survive. But can Nikulas save her from the one thing that may ultimately destroy her—himself. The witch is MINE.

The Seven (The Vagrant Trilogy)
HarperCollins UK ‘An exciting new writer – sharp, compelling and original’ – Mark Lawrence

Ghost in the Ring
Azure Flame Media, LLC

The Fire Chronicle
Random House It's been six months since Kate, Michael and Emma confronted the Dire Magnus, but the trail to their long-lost family remains cold. Then Michael and Emma ﬁnd the man who was the last
person to see them. He knows about a secret map of a distant, mysterious land - maybe this is the clue that will lead them to their parents.

No Mere Zombie
Deathless Book 2
Chris Fox The sun has wiped out nearly all technology in the largest coronal mass ejection in history. In its wake comes the zombie apocalypse. The dead have risen, and they are hungry. Yet there are
greater threats than the walking dead. The deathless have returned, slumbering in the same Arks that carried the werewolves into the present. If they are not stopped they will build a massive necropolis
in the remains of San Francisco, and the entire continent will pay the price. Only the few werewolves created before the apocalypse stand between humanity and annihilation. Yet they are outnumbered
and alone. Their only hope comes from the very enemy that sought to stop their creation, Mohn Corp. The Deathless Saga Book 0: The First Ark Book 1: No Such Thing As Werewolves Book 2: No Mere
Zombie Book 3: Vampires Don't Sparkle (October 2015)
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Cast in Deathless Bronze
Andrew Rowan, the Spanish-American War, and the Origins of American Empire
In 1898, when war with Spain seemed inevitable, Andrew Summers Rowan, an American army lieutenant from West Virginia, was sent on a secret mission to Cuba. He was to meet with General Calixto
García, a leader of the Cuban rebels, in order to gather information for a U.S. invasion. Months later, after the war was fought and won, a ﬂamboyant entrepreneur named Elbert Hubbard wrote an account
of Rowan's mission titled "A Message to García." It sold millions of copies, and Rowan became the equivalent of a modern-day rock star. His fame resulted in hundreds of magazine and newspaper articles,
radio shows, and two movies. Even today he is held up as an exemplar of bravery and loyalty. The problem is that nothing Hubbard wrote about Rowan was true. Donald Tunnicliﬀ Rice reveals the facts
behind the story of "A Message to García" while using Rowan's biography as a window into the history of the Spanish-American War, the Philippine War, and the Moro Rebellion. The result is a compellingly
written narrative containing many details never before published in any form, and also an accessible perspective on American diplomatic and military history in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries.

After the Armistice
Empire, Endgame and Aftermath
Routledge A century after the Armistice and the associated peace agreements that formally ended the Great War, many issues pertaining to the UK and its empire are yet to be satisfactorily resolved.
Accordingly, this volume presents a multi-disciplinary approach to better understanding the post-Armistice Empire across a broad spectrum of disciplines, geographies and chronologies. Through the lens
of diplomatic, social, cultural, historical and economic analysis, the chapters engage with the histories of Lagos and Tonga, Cyprus and China, as well as more obvious geographies of empire such as
Ireland, India and Australia. Though globally diverse, and encompassing much of the post-Armistice century, the studies are nevertheless united by three common themes: the interrogation of that
transitionary ‘moment’ after the Armistice that lingered well beyond the ﬁnal Treaty of Lausanne in 1924; the utilisation of new research methods and avenues of enquiry to compliment extant debates
concerning the legacies of colonialism and nationalism; and the common leitmotif of the British Empire in all its political and cultural complexity. The centenary of the Armistice oﬀers a timely occasion on
which to present these studies.

Chicago War: The Complete Series
Bethany-Kris The war began with the death of one person and would end with the killing of many more. Four families paint Chicago red as greed, hatred, secrets, and loyalties divide them to opposite ends
of the city. But in the midst of the ﬁghting and bloodshed, there are those who struggle between love and famiglia. They are the most dangerous of all. They have everything to lose. And no one will see
them coming. Chicago War: The Complete Series features the full-length novels, Deathless & Divided, Reckless & Ruined, Scarless & Sacred, and Breathless & Bloodstained.

Paradise Lost
A Poem, in Twelve Books. The Author John Milton
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East Wind Coming
Sherlock Holmes and Jack the Ripper in a Chase Across Time and Space
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform NEBULA NOMINEE AUTHOR "An East Wind Coming is a decadent smorgasbord oozing sex and nihilism, peppered with the thrills of various pulp ﬁctions and
comic-book universes. In a far future the iconic characters of nineteenth- and twentieth-century pop culture have been reborn, all of them referring to themselves coyly as "the consulting detective," "the
good doctor," "the Big Red Cheese," etc. Imagine Moorcock's Dancers at the End of Time reinvented by a chimera of Kim Newman, Philip Jose Farmer, and Belgian nihilist surrealist Jacques Sternberg, and
you'll get an idea of the strange atmosphere of this dense and mindwarping novel. Cosmic concepts, depressing sex, horriﬁc crimes, and pulp heroes . . . what more could you want?" The Magazine of F&SF
"A dark, rich and unusual fantasy/science-ﬁction novel. The Golden City of the Godlike Men is haunted by a murderer -- possibly a reincarnation of Jack the Ripper. As the utopian streets run with blood, the
godlike men face the ultimate crisis of their aimless, drifting existence. The murders seem to expose the underlying corruption and pointlessness of their existence. And the only hope seems to be to rouse
the Consulting Detective (Sherlock Holmes) from his torpor, to ﬁnally investigate a new case that could change the nature of the godlike men's world. The literary fun-'n'-games should appeal to fans of
Alan Moore's LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN or anyone who's explored the Wold-Newton playground of Philip Jose Farmer. But there's a wholly unique and utterly fascinating quality to this
lonely, haunted, elegiac novel. Again and again, Cover deﬁantly mines new meaning and hidden power from the detritus of junk, pop, pulp culture. This lost classic of fantasy richly deserves to be
rediscovered." -Amazon Review "The book is excellent. I recommend this one very highly, with the proviso that the reader will only enjoy it if they happen to like a great number of diﬀerent types of
writing; from great literature to comic books, pulp magazines, penny dreadfuls, etc." Casebook: Jack the Ripper Arthur Byron Cover's work is ﬁlled with ..".agile inventiveness ... extraordinary salience and
outlandishness ... astonishing imagination ... grotesque and hilarious ... honest and often truly beautiful ... shocking and exultant. ...nothing like the usual sf fare." --A.A. Attanasio, author, Radix"

Void Wraith
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform "Captain Nolan destroyed the Void Wraith factory and the ﬂeet guarding it, but every victory comes with a price. The destruction of the Helios Gate in the
Ghantan system stranded Nolan and his crew months from the closest Gate. Dryker and Khar have been imprisoned by the Primo, forced to remain idle."--Amazon.com.

Pressure
"Marvelously creepy reading...the horror in this tale of twisted friendship is relentless." -Publishers Weekly Alex stared at the red pocketknife shown to him by his daughter. A pocketknife owned by
somebody he hadn't seen in years... CHILDREN They met ﬁrst in boarding school at age twelve. Alex Fletcher, shy and scared. Darren Rust, always furiously scribbling away in a private journal. It was not
an immediate friendship, but then one night Darren convinced his roommate to sneak oﬀ school grounds to see something glorious. There was a sleazy strip club, you see, and every once in a while the
back door opened just long enough to maybe catch a quick glimpse... Though a bond was formed from their pre-pubescent interest in naked women, Darren had another interest. A morbid curiosity about
death. A curiosity that turned into something much more sinister. FRIENDS They crossed paths again in college and became the best of friends. But Darren wasn't just looking for a friend. He had dark,
ghastly urges squirming around in his head, and he believed he saw the same things-the urge to hurt, the urge to kill-in Alex. He was looking for somebody who understood. A partner. But Alex could never
become a monster. Not even when Darren tried to bring out his friend's most deeply buried feelings of rage. Not even when Darren tried to show him the euphoria of having that much power over another
human being. It just couldn't happen...right? ENEMIES Now Alex has a wife and a daughter. And Darren is back. He's hiding. He's patient. His mind is twisted in the worst possible way. And he's seeking a
soulmate.

The Gothic World of Anne Rice
Popular Press Such readers ﬁnd allusions in Rice's work to that of Horace Walpole's The Castle of Otranto, to Ann Radcliﬀe's gothic romances, such as The Mysteries of Udolpho, and to Bram Stoker's
Dracula, as do such present-day authors as Clive Barker, Robert R. McCammon, and Stephen King.
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Deathless
Book 1: Salvation's Damnation
Independently Published After being murdered by a corrupt police oﬃcer, Detective Mason White opens his eyes and discovers he is not in heaven or hell but very much alive in purgatory. He is stranded
in a barren wasteland trapped with millions of other souls who are awaiting ﬁnal judgement. Fate has something special planned for Mason as the arch angel Michael appears, explains his unique situation
and he is given a mystical map to the world of purgatory. The map is a divine key to leave the barren land and also very powerful to those who carry it. The dark entities who roam purgatory to claim lost
souls for collection also have a wish for the map and when word gets out the map is with a human soul, every creature in the dark realms of purgatory wants to get their claws on it. If Mason wishes to get
out of the wasteland and ascend to heaven he must take the map, ﬁnd the human souls whose names are written on it and lead them out of purgatory in the hopes of saving his own soul.

Deathless Night Series Full Box Set
Everblood Publishing, LLC A Master Vampire has been missing for seven years—and those closest to him have been cursed by the jealous designs of the female who enslaved him. Determined to ﬁnd his
brother and stop her, Nikulas Kreek and the other ﬁve Vampire Council members solicit the help of a family of reluctant witches. Set in the Paciﬁc Northwest, they soon discover it's not only their united
cause drawing them together…. This box set includes all six books of this bestselling vampire Paranormal Romance series: A Vampire Bewitched (Deathless Night Series #1) This book was previously
published with a diﬀerent cover and the title "Blood Hunger". Nikulas ﬁnally has a new lead on his brother's disappearance, a feisty witch named Emma Moss. The problem? Emma is smart and courageous
and her scent is impossible to resist. And that scares the hell out of him. Emma deserves more than an eternity with a vampire, but the moment he tastes her blood, Nik knows it's too late. Her life is now
linked to his. Emma still has nightmares about the night her sister was kidnapped—the scars she bears all over her body a constant reminder of what happened—but she hasn't given up hope. So, when a
seductive stranger calls claiming to have a new lead, she doesn't hesitate to go meet him. With his teasing manner and pretty-boy looks, Nikulas seemed harmless enough for a vampire. But Emma could
sense the predator beneath… Bound together by their shared cause, tormented by their fated attraction, they set out to ﬁnd their siblings. He needs her to survive. But can Nikulas save her from the one
thing that may ultimately destroy her—himself. The witch is MINE. A Vampire's Vengeance (Deathless Night Series #2) This book was previously published with a diﬀerent cover and the title "Blood
Vengeance". A vampire bound by chains. For seven long years, Master Vampire Luukas Kreek has vowed to take revenge on the raven-haired witch that has taken his power—and his sanity. The witch with
the face of an angel. Emaciated and weak, he desperately tries to hold on long enough to get his revenge. But with one taste of her blood, a single word bursts through his fragile psyche…MINE. A witch
bound by love. Keira Moss has spent the last seven years trying to ﬁgure out a way to get herself out of this hellhole—and to save the strong-willed vampire she’s grown to admire—and love—while she’s
at it. But she’s afraid not even a witch as powerful as she will be able to get out of this one. For she knows that the vampire who holds her heart will kill her the moment he is free. And she won’t stop him.
Tortured and starved, Luukas's hunger for Keira wars with his lust for vengeance. His shattered mind must choose: to kill the witch or to love the angel—making her HIS, forever. A Vampire Possessed
(Deathless Night Series #3) This book was previously published with a diﬀerent cover and the title "Blood Obsession". Sacriﬁces had to be made for the greater, bloody good. At least that’s what vampire
Aiden Sinclair kept telling himself when he woke up in an unfamiliar city with no memory of how he’d gotten there, or why. When he happens upon a cheeky witch in distress who's being hunted by beasts
he is all too familiar with, Aiden must make a choice: Suppress his fears and be with the girl, or embrace the truth and save them all. Destinies will be fulﬁlled. Grace Moss may be a witch, but her magic
totally sucks. Hence the reason she ﬁnds herself saying yes to an unexpected oﬀer of aid from a dusty, yet yummy-smelling, vampire. With a sexy British accent and bright grey eyes that dance with
mischief, his touch makes her blood sing. Yet, something about him makes her skin crawl, and it’s not just the fact he has fangs. To survive, Aiden will have to trust that her love will be enough to save
him, and Grace will have to accept him as he is - into her heart, and into her arms. This book was previously published with a diﬀerent cover and the title "Blood Betrayal". Vampire Christian Moore has
spent his entire life, both human and immortal, ﬁghting for the respect of his peers. He has codes he lives by. Strict moral codes, both in his personal life and his work. And he doesn't break them. Ever.
Until he ﬁnds himself at the carnal mercy of a woman with eyes like the midday sky and hair the colors of a summer sunset. His craving for her is unnatural, and watching her dance makes his blood burn
like acid in his veins. But he can't not watch her. When she was ﬁfteen, Ryan Moss lost her mind. Or, at least that's what the voices in her head would have her believe. On the streets of Tijuana, she ﬁnds
something that makes the voices go away. To get it, she's ashamed to admit, she'll do just about anything, even strip for a man she can't see or hear. However, she can sense his raging need for her
through the haze of her high, and her body responds with a voracious hunger of its own. Christian can make the voices go away, and he wants Ryan to be his. But ﬁrst, he will have to learn to trust her,
and she him. Both of their lives depend on it. WARNING: This novel contains content that may be a trigger for some, including, but not limited to, drug addiction and scenes of violence. This book was
previously published with a diﬀerent cover and the title "Blood Submission". Her blood saves his life. Her embrace slays his soul. Dante Gabor has survived many things since becoming a vampire, but
jumping from a plane and crash landing in the desert without a parachute was pushing it, even for him. To survive the relentless sun, he buries his broken body in its own sandy grave. But healing is
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painfully slow, and he's forced to rise and hunt for larger prey. Half mad with thirst, he's brought to his knees by the seductive taste of a lone female whose sweet blood heals his body, but leaves him
craving still more. MINE. Laney Moss loves the Mojave desert that surrounds her home and hikes the upper trails often, prepared for anything she might run across. But nothing prepared her for the
monster that comes with the setting sun to stalk her. In the moments before he attacks, one word crashes through her terriﬁed mind—Vampire. She manages to get away, but he tracks the call of her
blood and ignites a passion in her that frightens her nearly as much as it thrills her. Dante is left with no choice but to take her home to his secret lair. Now he just needs to convince her to stay. This book
was previously published with a diﬀerent cover and the title "Blood Choice". A vampire cursed to be untouchable. Happy to be back in Seattle, Shea Bennet wants nothing more than to forget about the
enigmatic warlock who saved her from a fate worse than death. But his topaz eyes haunt her, and his wicked scent makes her crave something she will never be able to have, something more than his
blood — his touch. Though she feels his presence everywhere she goes, she is taken oﬀ guard when he suddenly appears to disrupt her hunt. Shea ﬁnds the tables have turned, and it is she who is the
prey. A warlock determined to break the curse. Ever since he released her from his mountain home, Jesse Moss ﬁnds he's possessed with the memory of a vampire he feels compelled to protect for
reasons he can't explain. Night after night, he lies wrapped in her scent, her whiskey voice invading his dreams, and for the ﬁrst time in his solitary life, he feels alone in the dark. Restless and worried, he
tracks her to her home and oﬀers her a deal, if she will only agree to spend some time with him. A deal he has no intention of keeping. Shea's cursed past won't let her have him. His future insists she
must.

Deathless
Austin MacAuley She just wants it all to end, the curse to be lifted, to be set free. Francesca Abella has a plan, a plan that should have been straightforward, but things never work out that way. The
mythâ€] Deathless falls in to a hole so deep she doesn't know how to break free. Her accomplice, Ebony Tyler, becomes an important ﬁxture in Francesca's existence. Mason Young is only meant for one
purposeâ€] he is the cure to her nightmare. All these plans backﬁre at Francesca when Mason becomes so much more. She wanted to keep her true identity hidden away from him. The perfect plan she
had in place all changes, her curse takes a back seat when Mason's safety becomes her priority.

Mystic Modernity
Tagore and Yeats
Routledge This is a transnational and bilingual investigation of the cross-fertilisation of mystical religiosity and modern poetical imagination in the works of the Bengali poet Rabindranath Tagore and the
Irish poet W. B. Yeats. The book demonstrates how their commitments to transnational mysticism deeply form and inform the modernist literary projects of these poets as well as their understanding of
cultural modernity. Although its primary interest lies in their poetry and poetics, the monograph also includes some of their relevant prose works. This study begins with a close look at and around the
phase of 1912-1913, when Yeats and Tagore met over the collection of the latter’s English translations of his spiritual verses, Gitanjali, and took mutual interests in each other’s works and cultural
signiﬁcances. The monograph then expands on both sides of that phase, selectively covering the whole career of the poets in its exploration of their parallel mystic-modern cultural-poetical projects.
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